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FROM THE GALLERY
RAINBOW TRAIN STATION
STOCKHOLM
This train station in Stockholm
is definitely worth the commute!
Containing rainbow murals and
other quirky additions, it’s a great
example of mass transit public art.
Want to see more? Make the jump
and read more here.
Image courtesy of say.com

OUTBACK ART
KARRATHA

FROM THE EDITOR

A series of images have popped up around
town as a teaser for the Red Earth Arts
Festival held in Karratha and the surrounds
in late September. They make a nice
contrast to the red dirt of the Pilbara region.
Read more here.

Hi Trending-City-readers,
My name is Alvaro and I live in Melbourne - the one that got
the world’s most liveable city thing last month. While that
doesn’t mean much to me, it does mean a lot to our “decisionmakers”. Its great to have these awards as it helps us develop
metrics that encompass the entire fabric of what cities are,
however we need to make sure we don’t get side tracked and
focus on the role that we all have when it comes to shaping
the places where we live.
Cities are constantly evolving and more and more we see
how informal, self-organising processes can help us become
part of the decision-making process or simply have fun in our
neighbourhoods and places where we work.
Whether we crave an outdoor gym in our local park or want
to get a bunch of people to experience a bicycle ride around
the CBD (downtown for those in the northern hemisphere),
we should create an environment that bring citizens, public
servants and organisations together to work on issues that
affect us all. Our cities are a playground and it’s up to us if we
want to help it evolve and make it a better place to live.

Image courtesy of Bron Shipway.

Bike Arc
PALO ALTO
The Umbrella Arc by Bike Arc has been
“crafted by cyclists, architects and
urban designers with a love of the built
environment, our bike parking and
storage systems also offer security,
organization and an enjoyable parking
experience.” Read more here.

‘At the end it’s going to take us all and it’s going to take us
forever, but then, that’s the point’ - borrowed quote from
somewhere I can’t remember.
Talk soon or see you on the interwebs.
Image courtesy of Bike Arc.
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FROM THE BLOGS
A ‘DRESS REHEARSAL’ FOR BRINGING BACK BROADWAY
by John O’Callaghan
Broadway has long been a gem in the LA crown. It’s recognised as an
important U.S. Historic District with numerous architectural and social
places of significance. However in recent years, increased competition and
consumer behaviour has impacted on the vibrancy of the neighbourhood
leading to a 15-20% ground floor vacancy rate. In response to this threat,
a public-private partnership initiated by Los Angeles City Councilmember
José Huizar, established to implement a ten-year ‘complete streets’ plan.
The initiative, ‘Bringing Back Broadway’, includes a Streetscape Master
Plan that will focus on providing greater comfort and enhancing the overall
experience for pedestrians. Read more here.

Image courtesy of Maria Sipin.

GREENING MONTREAL: GROWING FOOD IN
THE CITY
by Tereska Gesing

ON THE RIGHT TRACK! THE GOLD COAST IS COMING
OF AGE.
by Nicole Willis

In addition to many local Urban Agriculture
initiatives in Montreal, like the City Farm
School at Concordia University, l’École d’êté
en agriculture urbaine at UQAM, Santropol
Roulant’s roof top and ground level farms and
Cote St. Luc Grown, Urban Seedling aims to put
at least a portion of food production back in the
hands of the people. Read more here.

Light rail is finally starting (or returning) to cities
across Australia! The latest project to launch was in the
Gold Coast where the light rail system has “exceeded
expectations with bumper passenger numbers”.
Guest contributor Nicole Willis, takes us through the
experience of launch day. Read more here.

Image courtesy of Urban Seedling.
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Not just for hipsters: how East London street art is
helping the homeless
by Tom Payne
The quickly gentrifying Shoreditch and Dalston are London’s most
famous street art hotspots. Every week hundreds of tourists flock to the
neighbourhoods to find the next Banksy, ROA or Stik, or even undertake
one of the famous East London Graffiti tours. Recently however, I’ve begun
to notice a new style of street art popping up in the streets behind Brick
Lane – one with a slighty deeper and even darker undertone. Upon further
investigation, it seems that these pieces have the capacity to impact the
aesthetic environment, but can have a positive influence on London’s
homeless community as well. Depaul UK, a national service to help young
people who are homeless, vulnerable and disadvantaged, has teamed up
with a group of graffiti artists that tells young people’s stories. The initiative
called, ‘Don’t let their stories end on the streets’ aims to support Depaul
UK’s ongoing work with homelessness. Read more here.
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